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1. XenServer Admin overview
Designed for Windows standard server environments, XenServer Admin gives IT professionals a high
performance, easy to use virtualization platform for Windows. It is an easy-to-use server virtualization platform
for running Windows virtual machines on bare metal x86 systems with Intel VT or AMD-V hardware
virtualization assist. Key features include Windows compatible guests, up to eight concurrent virtual machines,
multi-host management console, network storage support and resource controls for CPU, memory, networking
and disk I/O.
XenSource products include support of Microsoft® Windows® Server 2003 and Windows XP guests. Guest
support for Windows Server 2000 will be added in Q1 2007. Windows requires x86 systems with Intel VT or
AMD-V hardware virtualization support. Supported Linux guests include Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server and Debian Sarge. Linux runs with any standard x86 system, and does not require Intel VT or
AMD-V hardware virtualization support.
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2. Xensource Administration Console 1000ft overview
for UI development.
This document is a high level (very high)overview of the Admin Console that is the GUI portion of Xen family of
products. This UI will probably be created in WinForms to create common custom controls that can be reused in
different parts of the Admin Console. This component will provide a collection of various UI elements “widgets”
reusable throughout Admin Console allowing better code reuse and maintenance. The controls will have to be
designed to be flexible enough to satisfy the needs of the various Admin console pages using them. This design
allows re-usable “widgets” of common components and will also allow for easier changing of the look and feel.
For tasks that are “multiple step” a standardized wizard UI should be used. The wizard UI should follow
standard UI.
All of the properties and actions are currently supported by existing API’s.

3. Related Documents
Book of Rio
Book of Geneva
XenEnterprise Management API Draft
Vista UX Guidelines

4. Placeholder for glossary
Glossary will go here.

5. Main properties displayed in UI
5.1 VM
Property

Host Server

VM

Panel in UI

Name

*Y

Y

General

Description

*Y

Y*

General

Status

*Y

Y*

General

Used Memory percentage meter
inline widget

Y

Y*

General

Auto Power On

Y

General

Actions after Crash

Y

General

Actions after shutdown

Y

General

Actions after suspend

Y

General

Emulate VGA

Y

General

BIOS

General
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Serial

General

Local time

General

Clock Offset

General

Enable Audio

General

Tools Version
Operating System

General
N/A ?

Paravirtualized or Hardware
assisted virtualization

Y*

Operating System

Y*

Paravirtualized or
Hardware assisted
virtualization

CPU Usage meter inline widget
(current or virtual)

*Y

Y*

CPU Usage meter
inline widget (current
or virtual)

Number of CPU’s

Y

Always 1

Number of CPU’s

For Server – Vendor

For Server – Vendor

Speed

Speed

Total Memory

Y

Y*

Total Memory

Disk KB/s showing the disk I/O
rate in KB per second and the
number of disks (for the
XenServer Host) or virtual disks
(for a XenVM)

Y

Y*

Disk KB/s showing
the disk I/O rate in
KB per second and
the number of disks
(for the XenServer
Host) or virtual disks
(for a XenVM)

Network KB/s showing the
network I/O rate in KB per
second

*Y

Y*

Network KB/s
showing the network
I/O rate in KB per
second

Distribution (???) (redhat ent,
debian)
Distribution Version (???)

N

Y*

N

Y*

Memory set (is this the same as
total memory, yes – for now)

N

Y*

Auto Power-On (enabled or
disabled)
Boot parameters (??quiet,
devices??)
Virtual Disks (Name/Size)

N

Y*

N

Y*

N

Y*

*Text Console (VNC Client)

**Y

Y**

CPU Usage, 2-d widget
(optional?)
Used Memory, 2-d widget (?)

*Y

Y*

*Y

Y

Disk Rate, 2-d widget (?)

*Y

Y

Network Rate, 2-d widget (?)

*Y

Y

History - Alerts, Commands,
Activities

**Y (not sure)

Y

Distribution (???)
(redhat ent, debian)
Distribution Version
(???)
Memory set (is this
the same as total
memory, yes – for
now)
Auto Power-On
(enabled or disabled)
Boot parameters
(??quiet, devices??)
Virtual Disks
(Name/Size)
*Text Console (VNC
Client)
CPU Usage, 2-d
widget (optional?)
Used Memory, 2-d
widget (?)
Disk Rate, 2-d widget
(?)
Network Rate, 2-d
widget (?)
History - Alerts,
Commands, Activities
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IP Address

*Y

Y

IP Address

Name (localhost.localadmin)

Y

N

Xen Version

*Y

N

Name
(localhost.localadmin
)
Xen Version

Installed (date)

*Y

N

Installed (date)

Product Version/Build Number

*Y

N

Sockets Per Node/Cores Per
Socket/Threads per core

*Y

N

Product Version/Build
Number
Sockets Per
Node/Cores Per
Socket/Threads per
core

License (Contact info, SN, Acct #,
CPU sockets, Options, Type,
Version, Expires, Max concurrent
VM’s, XGT Restricted, Connection
restricted, VM Export Restricted,
SKU type)

Y

N

Physical NIC’s (Name, IP Address,
Subnet Mask)

*Y

N

Networks (Network, Desc,
NIC<name>, Default<Y, N>

Y

Network Interfaces (Name <nic>,
IP Address, mac address,
network <xenbr0 (Eth0), xenbr1
(eth1))

⇒

Y

License (Contact info,
SN, Acct #, CPU
sockets, Options,
Type, Version,
Expires, Max
concurrent VM’s, XGT
Restricted,
Connection
restricted, VM Export
Restricted, SKU type)
Physical NIC’s
(Name, IP Address,
Subnet Mask)
Networks (Network,
Desc, NIC<name>,
Default<Y, N>
Network Interfaces
(Name <nic>, IP
Address, mac
address, network
<xenbr0 (Eth0),
xenbr1 (eth1))

New items are available from back end, need to decide what will display week of 2/12

Blue shading indicates fields that can be changed by the user (in the current UI, this could be the correct set, or
not). When making changes to a VM, the VM must first does not need to be powered off before the change can
be made. The changes however will not take effect until the VM has been shutdown and restarted or rebooted.
The property tabs in the main window will display the current values and the new values that will take place at
reboot or shutdown and restart. The change history will be saved and stored in the history information.

5.2 Virtual Disks
Name
Desc
SR Ref (storage depository where it resides)
Physical utilization (amount of physical space that the disk image is currently taking up on the SR
Shareable (true if VDI may be shared)
Read Only (VDI is read only)
Creator
Creation time
Last mounted
Location
VDI instance
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6. Actions
6.1 VM allowed operations
Scenarios for The user
Scenario
Description
P0
The user is able to view the XenServer overview
P0
The user is able to expand list to view all VM’s
P0
The user is able to view the status of all Servers and VMs
P0
The user is view CPU Usage of all Servers and VMs
P1 lvl2
The user is view # of CPU’s of all Servers and VMs
P0
The user is able to view used memory
P1 lvl2
The user is able to see total memory available
P0
The user is able to see summary information about the licenses compliance state
P0
The user is able to Power on VM
P0
The user is able to see the group associations of VMs
P0
The user is able to Reboot VM
P0
The user is able to Shutdown VM
P0
The user is able to Suspend VM
P0
The user is able to Resume VM
P0
The user is able to Clone VM from template created from a VM
P0
The user is able to Export VM m<makes a copy in the neutral format (must be imported)>
P0
The user is able to Force Reboot VM
P0
The user is able to Force Shutdown VM
P0
The user is able to Uninstall VM
P0
The user is able to Reboot Server
P0
The user is able tot Shutdown Server
P0
The user is able to Connect to Server
P0
The user is able to Disconnect Server
P0
The user is able to Remove Server
P0
P0

The user is able to get status feedback of success or failure on actions
The user is able to get live feedback of status

P0
P0
P1
P1
P1
P2
P2

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

user
user
user
user
user
user
user

is able to change the root password
is able to associate a license key
is able to view all properties
is able to take action on list of VM and servers via right-click
must be able to access Help from the “console”
must be able to search help
must be able to access context sensitive help

P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0
P0

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

user
user
user
user
user
user
user

is
is
is
is
is
is
is

P0
P2

The user is able to browse to a VDI
The user is able to get properties for a VDI

able
able
able
able
able
able
able

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

install a VM (create)
import a VM
reboot a VM
shutdown a VM
connect to Xenserver Host
disconnect from Xenserver Host
remove Xenserver host

Not sure…
_Destroy VM (destroy VM state)
_Restart VM (Restart the VM) Check terminology might be the same as reboot
_ Record and Destroy (redord a coredump and then destroy the VM)
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_ Coredump and Restart (redord a coredump and then re-start the VM)
_Record a coredump and then destroy the VM state

7. Status and states of operations
7.1 VM Task Status
Pending
Success
Failure

7.2 VM Power State
Halted
Paused
Running
Suspended
Unknown

Halted
Paused
Running
Suspended
Some other unknown state

7.3 Operation Status
7.3.1

VM

There will be six operational states that will display for a VM in the tree control:
On
Off
Suspended
Suspending
Resuming
Powering on
Powering off
Rebooting

⇒

7.3.2

What about cloning

Host

In the tree control the Host will display a status of on or off
On
Off
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7.4 History Status
TBD

8. UI Main
Menus
Still TBD
Right click options
Would like context sensitive “right click” menus, more TBD
Helper text (Alt text, mouseover text) should be displayed as appropriate (still TBD)
Context sensitive help, would be nice, is a Pri2 feature.

8.1 Main Shell UI
The screen is divided into 5 main sections. The final design is still TBD.
Main Menu
Toolbar
Tabbed Navigation
Tree Control
Main Display
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8.2 Menus
The Menus

File

Shortcut Key Alt+F
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Exit

This will quit out of the program. A warning
dialog should display asking about
machines that are running etc.

Control+x

⇒

Do we need warning dialog for exiting?

Edit

Shortcut Key Alt+E
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Preferences

Still TBD. If we incorporate any “never
show this dialog again” screens the user
should be able to reset the dialogs to
display in the preferences

Control+P

⇒

Other data that will go here is still TBD

View
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Shortcut Key Alt+V
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Capture Screen

This allows you to capture a screen shot of
a virtual machine. You can save this image
as a bitmap (.bmp) file on a Windows host
or as a portable network graphics (.png)
file on a Linux host.

Control+

Send
Ctrl+Alt+Del

used to tell the system to release (ungrab)
mouse and keyboard input

Control+

Grab Input

used to tell the system to grab mouse and
keyboard input

Control+

Templates

Toggle view and hide templates in the tree
node

⇒

<see what VM ware does>

<see what VM ware does>

<see what VM ware does>

Need to define enable and disabled display of items, should come from backend

Server

Shortcut Key Alt+P
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The above menu is the current implementation.
Lets change it to
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Convert to Pool

This will convert the selected server (in the

Control+

Tree control) to a pool

TBD

This will disconnect the pool

Control+

Disconnect Pool

⇒

TBD

This will

Convert to Pool

The will convert the selected server to a
pool

Control +

Reboot

This will reboot the selected VM

Control+

TBD

TBD

Shortcut Key Alt+H
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

New VM

This will launch the new VM wizard

Control+
TBD

Import VM…

This will display the “browse” import dialog

Control+

Reboot Server

This will reboot the selected Server

Shutdown
Server

This will shutdown the selected Server

Control+

Connect to
Server…

This will launch the “Add Server” dialog

Control+

Reconnect

This will launch the “reconnect” a
disconnected server

Control+

Disconnect

This will launch the “disconnect” the
selected server

Control+

Remove Server

This will disconnect the selected server,and
also remove the server node from the tree

Control+

Convert Server
to Pool

This will convert the selected server (in the

Control+

Tree control) to a pool

TBD

This will add the present the user with a
dialog box with a drop down, “Move the
server “servername” to Pool:

Control+

TBD
Control+
TBD

Add Server to
Pool…

TBD

TBD

<dropdown, with a list of the existing
- 12 -
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pools>
Remove Server
from Pool

This will remove the selected server from
the pool.

Control+

Delete Pool

This will delete the pool from the list and all
the servers will become independent.

Control+

Install License
Key…

This will present the user with a dialog to
input the license key

Control+

Change
Administrator
Password…

This will display the change Administrator
password dialog

Control+

⇒

⇒

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Need to supply designs and behaviors for dialogs:
⇒

License Key

⇒

Change root password, there is an existing dialog that needs to be updated to say
“administrator” and server instead of host

Need to define enabled/disabled state… should come form server API’s

Shortcut Key Alt+V
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Start/Stop

This will power-on/power-off the selected
VM

Control+

This will suspend the selected VM

Control+

toggle
Suspend
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TBD
Reboot

This will restart the selected VM

Control+

New VM

This will launch the new VM wizard

Control+

Clone

This will launch the Clone wizard for the
selected VM

Control+

Export

This will launch a dialog box to export the
selected VM

Control+

Uninstall

This will uninstall the selected VM

Control+

Convert to
template

This will shutdown the selected VM

Control+

Snapshot

This will snapshot the selected VM

Control+

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

⇒
Install tools

This will take the user to the drivers
⇒

Force Restart

Force Shutdown

⇒

TBD

dialog

Control+
TBD

How exactly TBD

This will do a hard shutdown of the VM
regardless of current state, followed by a
restart

Control+

This will do a hard shutdown of the VM
regardless of the current state.

Control+

TBD

TBD

Need to supply designs and behaviors for dialogs:
⇒

Clone wizard (waiting for approval)

⇒

Snapshot, this feature is likely to get cut to CLI only

⇒

Install tools

⇒

Warning hard shutdown

⇒

Warning hard restart
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Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Clone

Clone selected template

Control + C

Import

Launches

Export

Exports selected template

Uninstall

Removes selected template

Shortcut Key Alt+W
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Open Window
name

Windows that are open in the running
application. Clicking the item will bring the
window to the front of all windows

N/A

Log window

Launches undocked log window

Shortcut Key Alt+H or F1
Menu Item

Description

Accelerator key

Help Topics

Will launch a browser window with the help
topics

Control+

Will launch a browser window with the user
manual

Control+

User Manual

- 15 -
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Guest OS Install
Guide

Will launch the guest install guide

Hints

?

Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>
Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>

Tip of the day

Will launch the tip of the day window

Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>

XenSource on
the web

Will launch http://xensource.com

Check for
update

Will search to see if updates are avail

Enter serial
number

Will launch dialog to enter serial number

About

Will launch the about dialog

8.2.1

⇒

⇒

Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>

How exactly TBD

Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>

Behavior TBD

Control+
<check other apps for
precedence>

About

When the user select Help > about from the main menu, the help about screen will be displayed.
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8.3 Tree Control
The tree control will list all the Host machines with the associated VMs .
The icons will indicate the state of the host machines as either on or off. The virtual machines will have a status
displayed depending on its current state. The states that will display are, stopping (shutting down), starting,
suspend, on, off, Intermediate (in progress).
⇒

Need to add storage to the tree. Also figure out a way to displayed shared storage… possibly drag
and drop to move storage. VM will be associated with storage… when stopped. When the VM is
running the CPU and memory will be associated to a host…

When the user selects a node in the tree, the information in that node will display in the main frame.

8.4 Toolbar
This is still at an early draft stage. The toolbar look, feel, icons, placement of icons are still TBD.
Some of the actions that can be done with a VM or host will be available through the toolbar. The
toolbar will be selection based. What ever is selected in the tree control will become the item of focus.
This could be a VM or a host machine. The items in the toolbar will display as active or disabled
depending on whether that particular action is available on the item selected from the tree control
Proposed toolbar …
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The items in the menu will have a “tool-tip associated with them that will display as the icon is
“moused over”.

Icon Title

Description

Tool-tip

Add Host

Will launch the Add Server
dialog

Add Server

New VM

Will launch the new VM wizard

New VM Wizard

Power Off

Will Power off node

Stop

Will Power on the node
selected node

Power on

Reboot

Will shutdown and restart the
node

Restart

Suspend

Suspend the node

Suspend

Will resume a paused node

Resume

(toggles with start
depending on the sate of
the node that is selected)
Power On
(toggles with stop
depending on state of
machine)

(toggles with resume)
Resume
(toggles with suspend)
Clone

Creates a duplicate copy of
the selected node

Hard reboot

Will power off and restart
node, regardless of state

Hard reboot

Hard shutdown

Will power off node,
regardless of state

Hard shutdown

VM - Toolbar icon States - Enabled/disabled grid for when you have a virtual machine selected in the tree
control.

Toolbar >
VM

Add Host

New VM

Power On/
Power Off

Reboot

- 18 -
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State
On
Off

enabled
enabled

disabled
disabled

Power Off
Power on

enabled
disabled

Suspended

Enabled

disabled

disabled

Suspending

enabled

disabled

Resuming

enabled

disabled

Powering
on
Powering
off
Rebooting

enabled

disabled

enabled

disabled

enabled

disabled

Power off
disabled
Power off
disabled
Power off
disabled
Power on
disabled
Power of
disabled
Power of
disabled

Toolbar >
Host
State
On

Add Host

New VM

enabled

enabled

Off

enabled

disabled

Power On/
Power Off
Power Off
diasbled
Power off
disabled

disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled

Reboot
disabled
disabled

Suspend
Suspend
disabled
Resume
enabled
Suspend
disabled
Resume
disabled
Suspend
disabled
Suspend
disabled
Suspend
disabled

Suspend/
Resume
Suspend
disabled
Suspend
disabled

disabled
enabled

enabled
disabled

enabled
disabled

disabled

Enabled

enabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

Clone

Force
Reboot

Force
Shutdown

disabled

disabled

enabled

disabled

disabled

disabled

8.5 Tabs
The tabs are what the user uses to navigate between sections. The tree control is used to select the node, and
the “tabs” are used to navigate to the sections to find more information about the node that is selected in the
tree control.

8.5.1
⇒

Home Tab
We need to decide if this page will display some of the time (first time the product is launched)
instead of the Overview tab, or if this will be an additional tab.

A quick start page with links to a few common tasks, tips, or links. The current model there are 2 main links..
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Clicking on the first icon will display the “Add Ser” dialog. This dialog will prompt the user to input the IP
address or name of the host machine they would like to add.
Clicking on the second icon will launch the help topic for the administration console.
⇒

8.5.2

Or should this go to the OS install guide? Or both, 2 entries one for the the OS install guide and
one for the administration console overview?

Overview - Tab

This page is intended to give an at a glance display of the system. This page will change based on what is
selected in the tree control

- 20 -
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Design is still TBD…

8.5.3

General

The data that is viewable in the general pane is dependent on the type of node that is selected in the tree
control.
Pool
Host
Server
VM
Storage (shared storage)

8.5.4

CPU and Memory

This is the a display of the CPU and memory of the selected node

8.5.5

Storage

This is the a display of the storage of the selected node

8.5.6

Network

This is the display of the network information of the selected node

8.5.7

Performance View

This is the performance view of the selected node.

8.5.8

History View

The history pane, when selected from the tabbed navigation, will display the history from the node that is
currently selected in the tree control. There are 3 types of history. Alerts, commands, and activities. The list
should have a filter so that you can view one type of history at a time, or so that you can view all 3 types of
history. The user should also be able to delete history, and the UI should include a clear all “widget” to enable
the user to clear all of the existing history. Currently the history is only persistent per session, but we should
investigate the ability to persist data across sessions. Of course this will add complexity if we what to filter
history by user…
There will be six operational states that will display for a VM in the tree control…
Stopping (shutting down)
Starting
Suspended
On
- 21 -
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Off
Intermediate (in progress)
⇒

Shall we display all of these states in the history?

Clone in progress – Will display as Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Start in progress – Will display as starting in the tree control
Pause in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Unpause in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Cleanshutdown in progress – Will display as shutdown in the tree control
Cleanreboot in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Hard reboot in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Hardshutdown in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Suspend in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Resume in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Statistic in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
Migrate in progress - Intermediate (in progress) in the tree control
⇒

What are he states of the host that will display

⇒

The task pane. – Still TBD Pri2 This would be similar to Viridian and display a list of task for
whatever node is selected in the tree control. The task would display in a colum to far right of the
screen. All tasks that could be done for a node would display but would appear disabled/enabled
depending on the state of the node…

.

8.5.8.1

Progress indicator

Progress bars are visual indicators of the progress of a task being carried out by the application, and provide
important feedback.
The status bar (bottom of the screen) will display an indeterminate-progress bars.
There will be an inline measured progress indicator for active items in the history data.

8.5.9

Additional views

Should be scalable to accommodate future enhancements and additional views

8.6 Other things
Support for right click
Help
What about users? A user has can be associated to a group of users
As I understand it in Rio everything will be on the top level, meaning all objects (users, VMs, Servers, VDI) and
associations can
The user tasks would also be context sensitive based on what the user has selected in the tree node. All task
would be displayed that are possible on a particular object type (here just VM or server)
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9.

Wizards Overview

A wizard is a series of steps or pages that help the user perform a task. The pages include controls that you
define to gather input from the user. The input is then used to complete the task for the user.
This UI is still a bit in flux, but the overall layout will remain the same…
The look and feel may change to include the following:
The product icon
The name of the wizard
The instructional text
The background picture on the left panel… which I have illustrated here as the dreaded X
The icon and or the background picture for the white title section

9.1 Look and feel
The look and fell of the will use the system
Standard Screen

⇒

This screen is for look and feel only and does not represent the data that should be on the wizards

Screen sizing
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Fonts and sizes
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Navigation

< Back

Returns to the previous page. (Remove or disable the button
on the first page.)

Next
>

Moves to the next page in the sequence and maintains
settings the user provided in previous pages.

Finish

Applies user-selected or default settings from all pages and
completes the task.

Cancel

Discards any user-selected settings, terminates the process,
and closes the wizard window

The wizard will follow the basic wizard design using the next and back button to navigate through the screens.
The data on the screen should persist during the session so that if the user has to go back they will not loose
text that was input during that session.
Beginning screen – This image is not up to date. The wizard will begin with the 1t step in the process and not a
welcome screen. This decision was made based on the new Vista UI guidelines. It the buttons however are
representative of the buttons in the beginning screen.

⇒

Another possibility is adding a first screen that has a lot of “helper text” but also has “never show
me this page again” checkbox… example here….
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⇒

also if we use summary screen the “finish” button should be enabled on the previous screen for
advanced users to skip the summary page

Middle screens

Last screen
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⇒

again, if we use summary screen the “finish” button should be enabled on the previous screen for
advanced users to skip the summary page

10. Individual Wizards
10.1 Installing a virtual machine
Installing a VM – This is an example of one wizard, the rest are TBD.
1- Welcome VM Install wizard. This wizard will walk you through the steps of installing a new Virtual
Machine.
⇒

2-

This page step has been removed for now, awaiting discussion about whether we should add a
descriptive page with a never show me this page again selection

Select an operation system for the new virtual machine?
a. Debain Sarge Guest Template
b. Redhat Enterprise Linux 4.1 Repository
c. Redhat Enterprise Linux 4.1 Repository
d. Windows Server 2003 Standard/Enterprise
e. Windows XP Service pack 2
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⇒

Change this to a list box

3- Enter a name and a description for your new Virtual Machine.
Name:
Description:
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4-

Enter the number of CPU’s. The value must be between 1 and 32:
(Windows operation system have a maximum of 1)
Enter the initial amount of memory for you VM. The value must be between 64 and 3783:
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5-

Enter the Boot information
Start on boot server (checkbox)
Boot parameters defaults should display defaults based on OS
•
For Debian “quiet”
•
Redhat Linux 4.1 “serial”
•
Redhat Linux 4.4 “serial”
•
Windows 2003 Server “the control should be disabled”
•
Windows XP “the control should be disabled”
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Enter information about your virtual disks
The user is able to add and delete virtual disks. The default size will be 512MB
Clicking on the “add” button add an additional column to the grid. The add button will always be
active. The maximum of rows is
⇒

Alex what is the max number currently supported?

The “delete” button will only be enable if the user has a row in the grid selected. If the user clicks in
delete the selected rod will be removed.
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Add information about your network interfaces
⇒

We need a way to generate an default MAC address
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After the wizard completes the UI will display the history page and display information about the
progress of the VM installation.

10.2 VM Clone, Export, Import Wizard
10.2.1 Clone VM
The Clone feature is available from VM menu. The clone feature will be enabled when a VM is selected in the
tree and the VM is powered off. Selecting Clone from the VM will launch the “Clone Wizard”.
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On the 1st screen the user is prompted to enter a name and description for the clone (or copy) of
the selected VM.
⇒

Can we provide a default name?
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The 2nd screen the user will be presented with the opportunity to save the clone as a template. The
default will be to save the “clone as a virtual machine”. If the user changes the selection of the
radio button to “clone as template” and clicks the finish button, the system will save the clone as a
template and will create a new template node in the tree under the same host. The clone will have
the same properties as the “parent” machine.
If the user keeps the default of “clone as virtual machine”, the clone machine will show up as a
“working” VM in tree under the same host. The properties will the same as the parent machine.
⇒

What if anything do we do about MAC address conflicts?

The default for the radio buttons is “clone as virtual machine”.

10.2.2 Export VM
The Export feature is available from VM menu. The export feature will be enabled when a VM is selected in the
tree and the VM is powered off. Selecting export from the VM will launch the “Export Wizard”.
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On the 1st screen the user is prompted to enter a name and description for the exported version (or
copy) of the selected VM.
The destination field will allow the user to either type in a destination or use the browse button to
“browse” location. If the user selects browse a typical browse dialog box will be displayed in a
modal dialog.
⇒

We should have a default share that we save VM’s…
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The 2nd screen the user will be presented with the opportunity to save the exported VM as a
template. If the user changes the selection of the radio button to “export as template”, the system
export the VM as a template to the designated path. The exported VM will have the same properties
as the “parent” machine.
If the user uses the default selection of “export as virtual machine” the VM will be exported to the
designated location.
⇒

What if anything do we do about MAC address conflicts?

The default for the radio buttons is “export as virtual machine”.

10.2.3 Import VM
The Import feature is available from VM menu. The import feature will be enabled If a VM is selected, or if a
host is selected that is powered on. Selecting import from the VM menu will launch the “Import Wizard”.
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On the 1st screen the user is prompted to enter a name and description for the imported VM.
The source field will allow the user to either type in a source path or use the browse button to
“browse” location. If the user selects browse a typical browse dialog box will be displayed in a
modal dialog.

⇒

The default directory should be the same for import and export… the user of course will have the
opportunity to change the location.

⇒

Design browse dialog

⇒

Design error dialog for invalid path
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The 2nd screen the user will be presented with the opportunity to make the imported machine a
template. If changes the selection of the radio button to “import as template” and clicks the finish
button, the system will save the clone as a template will create a new template node in the tree
under the same host. The clone will have the same properties as the “parent” machine.
If the user keeps the default selection “import as virtual machine”, the clone machine will show up
as a “working” VM in tree under the same host. The properties will the same as the parent machine.
⇒

What if anything do we do about MAC address conflicts?

The default for radio button is “import as virtual machine”.

11. Templates
11.1 Overview
Templates would show up as nodes in the tree in the tree like so. Selected they would have properties
and such just like the rest of the nodes in the tree.
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Templates would show up as nodes in the tree in the tree like so. Selected they would have properties
and such just like the rest of the nodes in the tree. Templates can only be created during the Clone,
Export, Import process. They can not be created from scratch.

Cloned - Once a template is selected it can be cloned, which creates another instance of itself in the
tree.
Import – A template can be imported from a saved location
Export – a template can be exported and saved
⇒

Is there a special file type for a Xen template?

Uninstall – A template can uninstalled or removed once it has been selected.

11.2 Working with Templates and Template Wizards
To help with the overburdening of the tree control, there will be a way to "hide" the Templates in the tree. This
can be done by using the “Templates” selection in the “view menu”, the checkbox acts as a way to show and
hide templates.
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Templates will also have their own menu. This menu will only be active if you have a "template" selected from
the tree.
Here a user can Clone, Import, Export or Uninstall (delete) a template. The actions “clone”, “import” and
“export” will have associated wizards. If the user selects uninstall the template will be deleted and no longer
appear in the tree.

11.3 Template Clone
Text

Text
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Text

11.4 Template Export
In progress….
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Text
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11.4.1 Template Clone
In progress….
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Text
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12. Buttons

12.1 Buttons

12.2 Buttons

13. Message Dialog
13.1.1 Error
Error An error or problem that has occurred.
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13.1.2 Warning
Warning A condition that might cause a problem in the future.

Information Useful information.

14. Other must haves as they arise
14.1.1 PV drivers notification that drivers are not installed
Johnni will fix the UX for Rio to make it straightforward to always install
the drivers.
We need to make the existing notification more obvious in the current UX
for Geneva. Something along the lines of a better - ie more scary icon when the drviers are not installed.

Ramana mentioned this during the Windows call this morning...that people
are complaining about windows performance and the problem is they don't
have the PV drivers installed.
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gord, is this something that Jonie can take a quick peek at from a UI
design standpoint. Meaning what can we do to make it more obvious to
people that the PV drivers aren't installed in a Windows guest?
Steven Smith mentioned that there already is some type of notification icon
today in the management UI, but if people are still complaining about this
in the forums then maybe it isn't obvious enough.

14.1.2 Snapshots
Andy will have the latest status on snapshots. We use the hibernation feature in windows to create a
snapshot. I’m not certain what the current plans are to manage snapshots

14.1.3 Product licensing
Need to break products out by 3 SKUs and disable elements depending on product
Expect shared storage and pools to only be enabled for enterprise servers.

14.1.4 Storage
From: Andrew Warfield
Sent: Wednesday, January 10, 2007 11:16 AM
To: Ramana Jonnala; Derek McAuley; Ian Pratt; Steven Hand; Gordon Mangione
Cc: Anil Madhavapeddy; Richard Sharp; storage
Subject: Storage task list draft.
Please find attached a -draft- fine-grained storage task list for Geneva/Rio.
This covers all aspects of storage that we are currently working on, and has
been reviewed by the storage team.
Feedback welcome. The plan is to move from here to prioritization,
assignments, scheduling, and Jira tickets, hopefully in the next week. The
storage guys are already working on task items listed here.

15. Inspiration
VMWare ESX
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VMWare ESX

VMWare ESX
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VMWare ESX

MS Centro
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MS Centro
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Microsoft viridian

16. Open Issues
Finalized next version requirements
Too many to list here…
Not sure this is important
“full screen view”
Right click menus, can it be done?
Context sensitive help?

17. Pools
Here is an outline of how pools will work in the GUI. Please provide me with your feedback ASAP, so
that we can continue to move forward with the GUI features.
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Thanks in advance!
Working with Pools in the XenAdmin GUi
Master and Slave servers in a pool are transparent to the user.
What the user can do with pools:
User can create a pool, from an existing Server (host)
User can add Servers to an existing pool
User can remove servers from an existing pool
If a pool is offline a user can connect to a pool by connecting to any server that belongs to that
pool. The entire pool will show up in the tree control, but each node (sever) will appear grayed out
until it is authenticated. If a server (that is not the master) is offline it will remain grayed out.
If the master server is offline and the user tries to connect to that server they will be unable to do
so, since it is offline.
The user can connect to a pool by connecting to any server that belongs to the pool. But they will
have to be authenticated to the master server.
If the master is offline, and a user attempts to connect to a server in the pool the user will be
unable to connect to the entire pool, but should be prompted with the opportunity to remove that
server from the pool, and to log into it as an individual server.
Until we resolve we do LDAP authentication each server may need to be authenticated and the user
will have to provide credentials separately for each.
When you remove the last server from the pool the user will be prompted with dialog that states…
something like, this is the last server in the pool, all pool data will no longer be available…
Working with pools.
There will be a high level menu for pools that will have the following items
Convert to Pool…
Add to Pool…
Remove from Pool
It will look something like this…
< Pool_menu_some_bkgrd.png>
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First the user selects a sever (host) node from the tree
The menu items will enable/disable depending if the Server (host) node selected belongs to a pool
currently
Menu Item

Server belongs to pool

Server does not belong to pool

Convert to Pool…

Item disabled

Item enabled

Add to Pool

Item disabled

Item enabled

Remove from Pool

Item enabled

Item disabled

“Convert to pool…”
This will launch a pop-up for the user to name the pool and will convert the selected server to a
pool.
“Add to pool…”
This will launch a pop-up for the user to select the pool to add to. If there is only one pool the
server will
Be added to that pool without the pop-up
“Remove from pool”
This will remove the selected node from the pool

Other misc crap…

Keyboard Shortcuts for VMware Workstation
VMware has a set of shortcut keys or hotkeys for quick control over your virtual machine. This is a list of them.
Ctrl+B Power on the Virtual Machine
Ctrl+D Edit the Virtual Machine Settings
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Ctrl+E Power off the Virtual Machine
Ctrl+G Grab keyboard input focus
Ctrl+N Create a new Virtual Machine
Ctrl+O Open a Virtual Machine
Ctrl+P Edit User Preferences
Ctrl+R Reset Virtual Machine
Ctrl+Z Suspend the Virtual Machine
Ctrl+F4 Close the Virtual Machine
Ctrl+Alt Ungrab Input focus
Ctrl+Alt+Enter
Switch to Full Screen Mode
Ctrl+Tab Switch between ungrabbed virtual machines
Ctrl+Alt+Tab Switch between virtual machines
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